
There is no doubt that the 

nature of the asset manage-
ment industry has undergone 
massive changes in the last 
few decades. Whether you 
are an individual or an institu-
tional investor, the impact 
has been enormous. But as 
two recent reports vividly 
show, even more changes 
are likely to occur.  

The first report titled The 
Asset Management Indus-
try: Outcomes Are The 
Next Alpha is from McKin-
sey, a respected global con-
sulting firm. It focuses on 
trends affecting the asset 
management industry. The 
second report, from Burgun-
dy Asset Management, is 
titled Surviving Success. It 
looks at factors that detract 

from alpha creation and links 
those to a firms’ life cycle. 

Both reports should be 
considered required reading 
as their respective insights 
are superb. Both, however, 
ignore one element of capital 
markets that shouldn’t be 
overlooked. I’ll review each 
briefly and then I’ll offer my 
thoughts. 

 McKinsey’s report starts 
by saying the age-old game 
of trying to beat a benchmark 
is ending. Clients are steadily 
adopting one of three new 
investment approaches. The 

first is pas-
sive investing 
where the 
goal is to 
simply match 
the bench-

mark at the lowest cost. The 
second approach focuses on 
benchmarking assets to lia-
bilities. And the third uses 
alternative investments with 
unique risk/return character-
istics to achieve a target ab-
solute return. The report also 
highlights the fact that 10 
mammoth firms dominate 
each of the three areas. 

So what’s driving investors 
towards these approaches? 
A key factor is frustration 
with poor equity returns and 
high volatility. The second 
factor is the current low yield 
environment. Even high 
quality bond portfolios can’t 
produce sufficient returns. A 
third reason is due to revised 
accounting rules which hurt 
any corporation’s (con’t pg. 2)    
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According to Towers Watson, a leading consulting firm, Warren Buffett experienced two 

separate 3-year rolling periods of relative underperformance during his investment career. 
No doubt, at the time, those weak results resulted in lost clients. Imagine their chagrin as 
they examine his 45-year track record and see the phenomenal results he has produced. 

Underperformance is the single leading cause of manager firings. But other causes also 
exist. Let’s answer some questions related to the key reasons for terminating a manager. 

Q1. Is firing for underperformance a good idea? Yes….if it occurs after a key portfolio 
manager has left, or research reveals that portfolio turnover has risen dramatically without a 
valid reason. Otherwise, the underperformance might be just normal market gyration or the 
manager’s particular investment style. In such cases, it’s prudent to just wait and see. A key 
question worth asking is whether the manager’s results are consistent with their stated in-
vestment process and skill? If yes, then again, it’s premature to terminate. Either way, there’s 
no harm in investigating even further as important warning signs can exist. These include 
aggressive shifts to total portfolio risk or window-dressing trades at key reporting periods. 

   Q2. Is firing for people or organizational issues a good idea?  Key employee turno-
ver, particularly if it affects the management of your account or the firm’s regulatory issues or 
operational risks, are usually valid reasons to consider firing an investment firm.  (con’t  pg. 2)  
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Seasons Greeting: 

At this festive time of year, I 

would like to extend my very 

best wishes to our readers and 

their families.  

May you and your family enjoy a 

Merry Christmas (or Happy 

Hanukah) and a sweet, healthy, 

and prosperous New Year. 

George M. Klar 

What ASI does:  

The firm provides a wide range 

of investment and capital mar-

kets consulting to institutions 

such as pension or endowment 

plans, regulators, banks, insur-

ance firms, asset management 

firms and Boards. 

Mr. Klar teaches finance at the 

Schulich School of Business and 

sits on an advisory committee to 

York University’s $1.4 billion 

pension plan. 

Cheers, GMK 



from departing. So business suc-
cess is at odds with investment (ie., 
professional) success. 

Summary: Both papers present a 
fascinating glimpse into the invest-
ment industry. Burgundy presents 
their ideas from the inside looking 
out. McKinsey examines it from the 

outside looking in. Both papers tackle 
the question whether alpha can be 
achieved and if so, by what type of 
firms or strategy? It’s the same ques-
tions client’s have been asking. 

What’s very clear is the key driver 
of change is client frustration due to 
poor returns that lead to retirement 
problems. And changes to attitudes 
are driving what’s deemed an ac-
ceptable investment. Years of strug-
gle are forcing this reaction. 

Both “assured outcomes” and  
“small managers deliver good perfor-
mance” are appealing concepts. But 
they’re not a guarantee of results. 
The investment industry has invented 
many new strategies or products, all  
accompanied with high hopes. A 
good many under-delivered. What if 
the past decade’s investment experi-
ence was abnormal? Then we’d all 
be reacting to false signals. In my 
view, this could be the biggest dilem-
ma we face today.   

For more implications,  please contact Mr. Klar. 

cashflows and profitability when 
their pension fund deficit rises. 
Lastly, there has been a seismic 
shift in what’s deemed important. 
For demographic reasons, retire-
ment plans want “assured out-
comes” instead of seeking high-
octane returns. The result is fewer 
dollars are being allocated to equi-
ties and more is headed to longevity 
or risk lowering strategies. 

In Burgundy’s report, Richard 
Rooney, the President and CIO,  
points out “... by their very success 
as businesses, money managers 
usually plant the seeds for future 
shortcomings.” So what causes this 
future failure? Growing too big. 
Rooney claims that large AUM is a 
mortal enemy of achieving alpha. 
During an investment firm’s early life 
cycle (Birth, Childhood and Early 
Adolescence), survival is the only 
goal. It occurs when an complete 
alignment of interests exists be-
tween the manager and the client. 
Thus, 100% of the focus is on gen-
erating results. That’s job one. 

If the firm succeeds, it then at-
tracts new clients and money. Over 
time, (later Adolescence) a gradual 
shift occurs and asset gathering 
becomes a priority for the firm. 

But sizable AUMs can impose 
serious limitations on investing ac-
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Firing An Investment Management Firm (continued) 
Q3. Is re-allocating assets a good reason to fire a manager? Yes and no. Even where a re-allocation is needed 

due to revised liabilities, liquidity needs or risk budget change, (etc.) we are often left without a hint as to which manager 
to let go. Even when it is clear, we’re still left with a question — terminate the manager quickly or on a gradual basis. 

Q4. Are political factors a good reason to fire a manager? If decision-makers are collectively fed-up, frustrated 
and feel they must do ‘something’ to improve results, then it is not uncommon for managers to be replaced. Neither frus-
tration nor optics are good enough reasons to justify terminating any manager. Michael Lewis’s best-selling book The 
Big Short showed that you need considerable fortitude to stay with quirky baseball players (...or portfolio managers) so 
as to realize great performance? Being a great client is just as important as hiring great investment managers for long-
term success. But patience is a rare commodity for plan sponsors who are in deficit and are forced to react.  

Q5. Should you get outside advice before firing a manager? While the simple answer is yes, there are many 
sources of advice. Indeed, there are occasionally contradictory views as to what constitutes good advice. It is important 
to separate opinions from facts. While professional advisors are in the best position to offer research-based answers, 
they too come with unique perspectives. Some have strong relationships with key managers that color their thinking. 
Others might be compensated in a manner that affects their recommendations. Just ask many questions of your advisor. 

There’s always pressure on decision-makers to ‘get it right’. This is never easy. For example, in the early-1960s after 
years of solid equity returns, the Ford Foundation suggested institutions increase their equity weightings. In 1966, the 
DJIA peaked and didn’t return to that level for another 15 years. Since 2008, some advisors have recommended de-
risking plans by shifting towards bonds. Plans that did so missed a solid rebound in equity prices.  

tivities and can reduce the investable 
universe. This is more true for smaller 
equity markets such as those in Canada. 

Assume that rules say you cannot hold 
more than 10% ownership stake in a firm. 
Also, the portfolio must be diversified by 
holding each security to a maximum 2% 
weight. In order to create a 50 stock port-
folio, a $500 million manager can select 
from 246 TSX stocks. By contrast, the 
$10 billion manager can only select from 
a universe of 134 TSX stocks.  

Large AUMs are accompanied by an-
other problem. Unintentionally the large 
manager builds portfolios that are closet-
indexed. Yet they still charge active man-
agement fees. For fans of lifecycle analy-
sis, this happens at the “Prime-of-Life” 
and “Long Goodbye” phases when either 
the founding partners retire or when a 
typically entrepreneurial business transi-
tions to a bureaucracy. 

According to Rooney, closet indexers 
also don’t focus on downside protection. 
From the manager’s perspective, down-
side protection is trying to prevent a client 
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